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VIDEOBADGE
VB-400
The VB-400 is the latest
Body Worn Camera from Edesix.

Building on the success of the VB-300 series, 
our latest Body Worn Camera boasts Bluetooth 
holster sensor integration, a ruggedised exterior 
with an IP67 rating, dual-band Wi-Fi, GPS, and full 
1080p HD recording. 

Body Worn Cameras increase the wearers’ safety, helping to diffuse 
aggressive and threatening behaviour whilst capturing evidential quality footage. 
The VB-400’s wide-angle field of view delivers the optimum first-person account of 
events, further supporting the conviction process.

Edesix Body Worn Cameras are considered an integral piece of equipment in many 
sectors including police & criminal justice, civil enforcement, emergency response, 
security and retail. 
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EXPLORE THE VB-400

RFID

12-HOUR BATTERY LIFE
VB-400 can record for up to 12 hours ensuring it is always ready to capture 
evidential quality footage.

PRE-RECORD
VB-400 delivers up to 12 hours of continuous pre-recording, with a configurable 
pre-record period. Capture the moments that matter when used with Holster 
Aware™.

BLUETOOTH SENSOR MONITORING
VB-400 is compatible with Bluetooth sensors such as Holster Aware™ to ensure 
footage is automatically captured in accordance with end user policy.

PEER-ASSISTED RECORDING
VB-400 can be configured by policy to start recording when other VB-400 cameras 
are activated within 10 metres. 

CAPTURES EVERY DETAIL
VB-400 has an advanced, wide-angle 1080p lens, letting the wearer capture the 
whole picture as events unfold - even in low-light conditions to 0.1 lux.

EASY DEVICE LOCATION
Built-in GPS functionality provides information about camera location when 
evidence is captured.

SIMPLE USER MANAGEMENT
RFID Touch-Assign simplifies user management which enables VB-400 to be 
rapidly assigned to users in pool configurations.

LIVE STREAM AND WIRELESS FOOTAGE OFFLOAD
Live Stream events as they unfold and wirelessly offload footage to VideoManager 
via Wi-Fi for faster, more informed decision making and rapid incident response.

TAMPER-PROOF STORAGE
Footage is fully encrypted at rest and during transfer, protecting the integrity of 
captured evidence at all times.
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